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2015 Legislative Session: Challenging, unpredictable   
Anti-conservation Agenda Still Stopped Cold 

By Demis Foster 

I  won’t gloss over the hard 
truth. The recent legislative 

session was brutal and chock-
full of challenging twists and 
turns. With the leadership of the 
House of Representatives 
changing to anti-conservation 
hands for the first time in over 
60 years, it was one of the most 
challenging environmental  
battles we have seen in our  
organization’s history.  

One of the first things the new 
leadership did was restructure 
the makeup of the House  
committees. They not only 
broadened their scope but also 
merged potentially conflicting 
issues against each other—such 
as agriculture with wildlife and 
energy with environment. This 
ultimately made for more  
contentious testimony from all 
sides. Our conservation  
champions lost key leadership 
positions on these committees. 
We knew that our allies in the 
Senate would have their work 
cut out for them to hold back the 
floodgates of bad conservation 
legislation that would most  
assuredly be heading their way.  

But there was an unexpected 
bright spot. 

We watched our conservation 
allies in the House and Senate 

become more unified than ever, 
creating an unwavering alliance 
that helped stop Gov. Martinez’s 
anti-environmental agenda cold.  

 

CVNM’s legislative team was 
right there with them tracking 
and lobbying on over 89 bills. 
Together with our conservation 
allies, we defeated every anti-
conservation bill for the 11

th
  

year in a row. 

 

What did the anti-conservation 
legislation look like? It came in 
many forms, from pre-emption 
bills that attempted to strip away 
the ability of local governments 

to make decisions to protect 
their land and water, to the  
gutting of the Mining Act, to a bill 
backed by the American  
Legislative Exchange Council 
(ALEC), an arm of the right-
wing, that attempted to remove 

(Continued on page 2) 

From left to right: Senator Bill Soules, Senator Mimi Stewart,  

Senator Peter Wirth and Representative Javier Martinez were 

among a dozen legislators who spoke to the conservation  

community during Environmental Action Moral Monday on 

March 9 at the Capitol. Photo by Liliana Castillo/CVNM 
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our renewable portfolio standard requiring  
utilities to provide 20% of our energy from  
renewables by 2020.  

Bills that attempted to strip voting rights were  
also a priority for CVNM this session. People 
who don’t have photo identification tend to be 
from low-income, rural, Native and other  
communities of color. These are the New  
Mexicans who are most affected by  
environmental degradation. With record-breaking 
low voter turnout and voter disenfranchisement 
occurring here in New Mexico, we need to make 
it easier to vote rather than more difficult. We 
know that when voters make it to the polls,  
pro-conservation candidates win.  

We are already beginning work on our  
Conservation Scorecard. A cornerstone of our  
accountability work, the Scorecard is a tool that 
reveals the conservation voting records of every 
single state legislator.  

With the session wrapped up, we now look  
toward the summer and interim committee  
meetings. These meetings are held across the 
state and are critical to determining what we will 
see in the 2016 legislative session. CVNM’s  
legislative team will travel far and wide to  
participate in these meetings and continue to 
watchdog potential legislation that affects our 
land, air, water and communities.  

Join our email list at CVNM.org to hear about 
opportunities to get involved in the critical 
conversations happening at interim  
committee meetings that shape conservation 
policy in our state. 

2015 Session (continued from page 1) 

By Liliana Castillo 

CVNM tracked and lobbied on over 89 bills  
and memorials during the legislative session. 
To see outcomes for each measure, please visit 
www.CVNM.org. Here’s a breakdown on what 
happened with a few key measures: 

Anti-conservation 

Attack on the Mining Act 
HB 625 proposed to significantly weaken  
protections for groundwater and public health 
in the Mining Act, one of New Mexico’s most 
effective environmental laws. HB 625 proposed 
to remove the existing Mining Act requirement 
that reclamation be self-sustaining, allow  
unlimited expansion of some open pits or waste 
units and relax ―standby‖ requirements that 
could allow operators to circumvent  
reclamation at mining sites. HB 625 died in the 
House Energy, Environment and Natural  
Resources Committee. 

Pre-emption 
In this year’s session, there were five bills filed 
(SB 421, SB 601, SB 184, HB 199 and HB 366) 
that would take away the power of local  
governments to protect water and land when it 
comes to oil and gas, mining and agriculture 
and instead give it to the state. At least 25 cities 
and counties in New Mexico, including oil and 
gas producing communities like Farmington, 
Hobbs and Eddy counties, have found it  
necessary to pass local ordinances that protect 
public health and safety in ways the state fails 
to safeguard. The pre-emption measures we 
saw in the legislature this year would have  
nullified these local ordinances.  

Dozens of New Mexicans who opposed this  
effort called their legislators and waited for 
hours in committee hearings to speak up. 
Thanks to you, each of these measures was  
defeated. 

Public-Private Partnerships 
The Public-Private Partnerships Act (HB 299), 
a dangerous bill that would put your critical 
public services – like water – in private hands, 
made it halfway through the legislative process.  

How many bills? 

(Continued on page 4) 

file:///C:/Users/Liliana/Desktop/Newsletter%20lay%20out/CVNM.org
http://cvnm.org/legislative-priorities/
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Director’s Message 

Demis Foster 

The spring melt is on here in the Sangre de Cristos, and we’re  
on the other side of the 60-day legislative session. Emerging  
from the depths of the state capitol to a landscape budding  
with green and the Santa Fe River flowing free is symbolic  
of the promise that lies ahead for the health of our land  
and communities. Overall, CVNM tracked and lobbied on  
89 bills this session. CVNM and our allies defeated every  
anti-conservation bill for the 11th year in a row.  
 

The CVNM Education Fund’s Latino Outreach Team, Juntos, continues to evolve the 
debate around PNM’s replacement power plan calling on decision makers to prioritize 
the renewable energy needs of New Mexico. We are also making plans to focus on 
PNM’s pending rate case and attack on solar— calling attention to its impact on low-
income families.  

 

In Western New Mexico, we continue to raise awareness about the impacts of  
uranium mining through our rural organizing work. During the legislative session, we 
worked with our allies to introduce policies that highlighted the need for community 
health studies, and helped to bring community members to the session to speak  
directly with legislators. As I write this, our Western New Mexico organizer, Talia Boyd, 
is working with the Acoma Pueblo to create a community mural project focused on 
spirituality and the environment.   

 

New growth and evolution are the current themes in our family of organizations. Our 
team is currently expanding into new offices in both Albuquerque and Santa Fe, all 
with one goal in mind: elevating the voices of New Mexicans, connecting people to 
their political power, and protecting our land, air, water and communities.  

 

Thanks for being a part of our conservation family.  

 

 

 
Demis Foster 
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Public-private partnership, or P3, is a catch-all 
term for any project that partners government 
with private business. Generally speaking, the 
more heavily the private sector is involved, the 
riskier the project is for the public — in financial, 
social and environmental terms. Examples from 
across the country have proven the need to take a 
very cautious approach to P3s. Sadly, HB 299 was 
one of the broadest pieces of P3 legislation in the 
country and did little to protect New Mexico’s  
citizens. HB 299 ran out of time and wasn’t heard 
by the Senate Judiciary Committee. Visit 
CVNM.org to read our opinion editorial on this 
issue. 

Pro-conservation 

Solar Tax Credit Extension 
The passage of SB 391 through the legislature was 
one of the few environmental bright spots of this 
year’s legislative session. Thanks to the calls you 
made, SB 391 passed both the Senate and House 
with bipartisan support.  

Solar energy is great for New Mexico for many 
reasons. It reduces air and water pollution,  

improves public health and creates jobs. This tax 
credit has proven to be successful, assisting the 
booming local industry to grow 73% from 2012 to 
2013.  

Despite a bipartisan compromise to pass the bill, 
Gov. Martinez chose to ignore it and the solar  
industry by pocket vetoing the bill. That means 
she took no action on the bill and let it die. Nearly 
600 CVNM members and supporters have  
already emailed the Governor to hold her  
accountable for her decision to ignore SB 391.  

Accountability is important to CVNM and one of 
the keystones to our work. We aren’t letting up on 
Martinez. We will continue our momentum in 
holding her accountable, keeping the pressure on 
her administration and continuing to shed light 
on her actions as it relates to our air, land and 
water. Have you made your voice heard? If 
not, call or email the Governor and let her 
know that she isn’t representing your  
values.  

Her number is 505-476-2200 and her 
email is susana.martinez2@state.nm.us. 

How many bills? (continued from page 2) 

SHINING A LIGHT ON COMMUNITY HEALTH  
By Molly Sanders 

Imagine knowing that a shift in the wind’s  
direction could poison the air you breathe with 
odorless, cancer-causing radon gas. For all of us, 
this would be a terrifying scenario. Unfortunately 
this scenario is all too real for many families  
living with legacy waste left behind by uranium 
companies in Western New Mexico.  

At the same time, the state is considering opening 
its doors to new uranium mining. New Mexico 
also does not have a health baseline established – 
a critical tool that could help decision-makers 
monitor negative impacts that result from mining 
practices. That’s why this session, CVNM  
partnered with our allies to introduce legislation 
aimed at establishing a regional health baseline 
for the Grants Mineral Belt communities.   

Together with Representative Georgene Louis 
and Senator Benny Shendo, we introduced HB 
494/SB 610 Community Health Study Fund & 
Uranium Mining. This legislation would have  

enabled the state to pursue funds 
from the uranium companies  
responsible for legacy pollution 
plaguing western NM. It would 
have also created a fund to  
establish a much needed health 
baseline to protect those  
communities from future harm.  

Both the House and Senate bills were heard in 
committee, generating debate about the  
importance of protecting community health.  
Unfortunately, both bills died. HB 494 died in 
House Health Committee by a vote of 5-4. SB 610 
failed to be heard in Senate Judiciary Committee 
after passing out of the Senate Public Affairs 
Committee. 

While our work in the 2015 session may have 
ended, the journey for these important policies is 
just beginning. We’ll be working with our allies in 
the interim to spread the word, and prepare for 
reintroduction of these bills in the 2016 session.  

http://cvnm.org/in-the-news/victor-reyes-public-private-partners-bill-a-bad-deal-for-nm/
mailto:susana.martinez2@state.nm.us
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Doubling our  

Development Team 

Aviva Crichton joined the CVNM staff 
as Development Associate in April 2015. 
Long before going behind the scenes, she 
began signing petitions and making calls 
to her representatives and supporting 
grassroots efforts related to  
environmental, social and economic  
justice. She is particularly passionate 
about protecting our natural resources, 
and connecting with beautiful, wild  
places. 
 
She came to Santa Fe in 2010 to earn her 
Bachelor of Arts in liberal arts at St. 
John’s College. Having grown up in the 
high desert and mountains of southwest 
Idaho, Aviva quickly felt at home in New 
Mexico. She has worked with several  
local nonprofits in development and 
event coordination, and is thrilled with 
the opportunity to bring these skills to 
the issues she cares about most. 
 
In her free time, Aviva enjoys travel,  
hiking, camping and community  
building. She has been actively involved 
with Atalaya Search and Rescue since 
2010. The team specializes in technical 
rescue skills, including avalanche and 
high angle scenarios. Aviva enjoys  
monitoring the rescue scene from the 
cliff’s edge, and currently serves as  
Secretary. 
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C onservation Voters New Mexico is connecting the people of New  

Mexico to their political power to protect our air, land and water for a healthy 

Land of Enchantment. We do this by mobilizing voters, winning elections, holding 

elected officials accountable and advancing responsible public policies.  

Visit www.CVNM.org for more information.  

Sarah Cottrell Propst has served as a member of 
CVNM’s Board of Directors since December 2011,  
including a two-year term as President. Sarah is the  
Executive Director of the Interwest Energy Alliance, a 

non-profit trade association that represents the nation’s 
leading companies in the renewable energy industry, and 

brings them together with nongovernmental organizations in the West 
(Arizona, Colorado, Nevada, New Mexico, Utah and Wyoming).  

Sarah served as the deputy cabinet secretary of the New Mexico Environ-
ment Department in 2010, and as the energy and environmental policy  
advisor to New Mexico Governor Bill Richardson from 2006 until 2010. She 
earned a Master of Public Affairs from Princeton University’s Woodrow  
Wilson School of Public and International Affairs with a concentration in 
Science, Technology & Environmental Policy. Sarah has worked as a  
Research Fellow for the Pew Center on Global Climate Change in Arlington, 
VA and graduated magna cum laude with Honors in Political Science from 
Davidson College. Sarah received the 2014 Luminaria award from Young 
Professionals in Energy – New Mexico.  
 
In your opinion, why is CVNM’s work important? 

CVNM builds political power that directly protects New Mexico's air, land and water. To be truly  
effective on legislative issues, you've got to be in the Roundhouse every day of the legislative session. 
Legislators have to see you, speak with you about bills, and hear you testify at committees. CVNM 
does all of that, and takes it one step further by holding legislators accountable for their votes by  
endorsing candidates and having smart media and grassroots strategies. Without that cycle of  
accountability that connects legislative votes with elections, CVNM couldn't be so effective.  
 
Why are you a CVNM board member and what initially drew you to becoming involved 
with CVNM?  

During my first week on the job as Gov. Richardson's energy and environmental policy advisor, 
CVNM's political director met with me to talk about the state of play for environmental issues in the 
state. That started a strong, positive working relationship that grew over time. I saw first-hand how 
effective CVNM was at the legislature, and often sought out their policy and political expertise. 
CVNM helped us pass some of the most progressive energy and environmental legislation in the 
country, while stopping a lot of anti-environmental bills. After leaving government, I was excited to 
join the board and give back to an organization that I knew was doing such important work.  
 
What's your favorite outdoor place or activity? Why do you enjoy that place or activity 
so much? 

Spending a weekend outside is one of my favorite things to do. I've seen some spectacular sunrises 
and sunsets on camping trips throughout New Mexico, from Otero Mesa to Chaco Canyon to 
Abiquiu and places in between. I'm always looking for trip ideas for places I haven't seen yet. 

Board member 

 Sp  tlight 

Sarah Cottrell Propst 

cvnm.org
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Conservation Voters New Mexico Executive Director 

Demis Foster presented Representative Brian Egolf with 

the 2015 Luminaria Award at CVNM’s 9th annual  

legislative reception on February 10. CVNM honored 

Rep. Egolf for his bold leadership in protecting New  

Mexico’s land, air, water and healthy communities  

Rep. Egolf has a 100% lifetime score on CVNM’s  

Conservation Scorecard and served as chair of the House 

Energy and Natural Resources Committee from 2011 to 

2015. Rep. Egolf has taken a pro-conservation position 

on key pieces of legislation since he took office in 2009. 
Photo by Liliana Castillo/CVNM 

Thank you to our  
Generous  

2015 Legislative  
Reception Sponsors 

Each year, CVNM invites  
legislators and our members to 
learn about the environmental 

communities’ legislative  
priorities. 
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cvnm.org/scorecard
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CVNM Education Fund News 

By Talia Boyd 

The proposed Roca Honda 

Resources uranium mine 

located near San Mateo, 

New Mexico is one of five 

proposed uranium mine 

projects by Energy Fuels 

Uranium Company in our 

state (four in  

McKinley County and one 

in Sandoval County).  

Energy Fuels also owns 

and controls the only  

operational uranium pro-

cessing mill in U.S., the 

White Mesa Mill, located 

near Blanding, Utah.  

The U.S. Forest Service 

recently held a scoping 

meeting for a Supple-

mental Environmental  

Impact Statement (SEIS) 

for a discharge pipeline 

from Roca Honda, called 

Alternative 4. Environ-

mental Impact Statements 

(EIS) are important  

because they make sure 

that the potential environ-

mental consequences of 

a pending project are 

evaluated and considered 

before it moves forward. 

EIS’ also provide alterna-

tives that could help avoid 

the worst environmental 

impacts. That’s why it’s 

critical that the EIS is 

comprehensive, thorough, 

and fully representative of 

the scope of the many  

direct and indirect impacts 

Reporting from the Grants Mineral 

Belt to the heart of Albuquerque  
For Grants Mineral Belt communities, mining revival evokes deep concern 

By Vicente Garcia 

―There’s no turning back…we will win. We are 
winning because ours is a revolution of mind and 
heart.‖  

Those words were spoken by civil rights and  
social justice activist Cesar Chavez in 1965. Now 
50 years later, the Juntos team continues to find 
confirmation that those words still ring true.  
Similar to activism pioneers like Chavez, Juntos 
is calling for environmental and social justice. 
We’re asking our decision-makers to stand up for 

Latino families, who are often battling the  
consequences of pollution firsthand. We’re  
cultivating a spirit of activism by helping New 
Mexicans share their stories and create the 
change they seek in their communities. 

As we celebrate our first year of work, it’s  
remarkable to reflect on all that we have  
accomplished. Together as a team, we have 
knocked on thousands of doors, met with  
hundreds of volunteers, and sparked dialogue 
through community meetings to help build a 
movement -- and it is working.  

Juntos, we’re making change!  

Community members from the Grants  

Mineral Belt traveled to the Roundhouse 

during the legislative session to talk to their 

legislators about the need for a health  

impact assessment in their area. Connecting 

constituents with elected officials is a  

critical part of CVNMEF’s organizing work. 
Photo by Liliana Castillo/CVNMEF (Continued on page 9) 

(Continued on page 9) 
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of a project like the Roca Honda 

mine. The National  

Environmental Policy Act 

(NEPA) requires bureaus to use 

scoping to engage state, local 

and tribal governments and the 

public to lay the groundwork for 

identifying concerns, potential 

impacts and relevant effects of 

past actions and possible  

alternatives.  

Alternative 4 allows Energy 

Fuels to discharge treated  

uranium mine water south from 

Roca Honda into the Rio San 

Jose via a 26-mile pipeline 

where it will be available for 

downstream uses. The Rio San 

Jose is an intermittent stream 

and is usually dry. It is the only 

surface water in Cibola County 

and is a water resource for  

Milan, Grants and the Pueblos 

of Acoma and Laguna.  

CVNMEF joined with other  

organizations to educate and 

mobilize community members to 

participate in the scoping  

process by attending the U.S. 

Forest Service's open house 

scoping meeting in Milan, and 

other communities meetings to 

discuss Alternative 4. Additional-

ly, we passed out public scoping 

comment forms at our Earth Day 

tabling events to be submitted to 

the U.S. Forest Service for  

consideration.   

For communities along the 

Grants Mineral Belt, the  

concerns are deep. They  

believe the cumulative impacts 

of opening a new uranium mine 

and Alternative 4 have not been 

addressed in the SEIS. At the 

scoping meeting, our message 

was clear: with so many  

changes to the EIS made, a new 

and complete one should be  

created. Unfortunately, the U.S. 

Forest Service said they would 

not address other concerns at 

the scoping meeting, only Alter-

native 4.  Moving forward, we’re 

continuing to monitor this  

process and stand with the 

Grants Mineral Belt communities 

to ask for more public hearings 

in the areas being impacted by 

this proposal.  

Want more info on this  

process? Visit the U.S. Forest 

Service’s website at http://

bit.ly/RocaHondaScoping. 

Grants Mineral Belt communities (continued from page 8) 

Juntos has been working on an effort to stop 
New Mexico from investing in more dirty energy 
sources, like coal and nuclear. Right now, the 
Public Regulation Commission (PRC) is  
considering a proposal set forth by PNM that 
would allow the utility to heavily invest in more 
dirty energy instead of clean, renewable sources, 
like wind and solar. This is a colossal problem 
because coal and nuclear energy have huge  
impacts on our health, our air and our water.  

That’s why through our work, 6,500 New  
Mexicans told PNM and the PRC that New  
Mexico deserves a healthy and sustainable  
energy future, not one heavily supported by dirty 
coal and nuclear. Dozens of our activists came to 
PRC hearings in Albuquerque and Santa Fe to 
tell the commission their stories first hand, and 
ask them to vote down PNM’s dirty energy plan. 
Finally, in April 2015 the PRC’s hearing examiner 
recommended that the PRC reject the plan. That 
means we’re one step closer to a final vote. 

That doesn’t mean our work stops when the vote 

is made. Juntos is dedicated to long-term change 
by elevating Latino voices to call for climate  
justice. This summer, we’re kicking off the next 
phase of our work by launching a Promotor 
(promoter – in Spanish) training program to  
prepare the next level of Latino community  
leaders who will take responsibility to promote 
environmental values in their community and 
step into larger activism roles within our work. 
This is just one of the many ways we’re gearing 
up for the next big fight. We’ll be ready. 

 

 

 
 
 
To keep up with Juntos’ work, sign up for our 
emails at CVNM.org or visit Juntos on  
Facebook at https://www.facebook.com/
JuntosNM. 

Juntos (continued from page 8) 

Stop by and see our new office! 

900 Park Ave., 2nd floor 

Albuquerque, NM 87102 

http://bit.ly/RocaHondaScoping
http://bit.ly/RocaHondaScoping
cvnm.org
https://www.facebook.com/JuntosNM
https://www.facebook.com/JuntosNM
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C onservation Voters New Mexico Education Fund is engaging the people 

of New Mexico in our long-standing shared values of protecting our air, 

land, water and the health of our communities. We do this by mobilizing peo-

ple to advocate on policy, enhancing the voting process, encouraging people 

to vote, cultivating conservation leaders and amplifying the voices of those 

most affected.  

Visit www.CVNMEF.org for more information. 

Michael Pitula is a 
community organizer 
with Juntos New  
Mexico. He has a 
Bachelor of Science in 
Environmental Science 
and a Bachelor of Art 
in Spanish from Iowa 
State University.  
Michael has been  
active in movements 
for environmental, social and economic justice 
for about two decades. He worked as an  
organizer and educator for eight years on  
Chicago’s West Side. During that time, he also 
trained in capoeira angola, a traditional Brazilian 
art form. Together with his compañera, Sarah, 
he moved to New Mexico in 2014 to experience 
a slower-paced, sunnier, smaller-scale place. 
Michael is excited to share his experience while 
he learns from the rich land-based cultures of 
the Land of Enchantment. 

Victoria Padilla is a native New Mexican,  
Chicana, mother and activist. She is a first  
generation college student and UNM graduate. 
She received a Bachelor of Science in Nutrition 
and began her work as an activist by taking a 
community nutrition course and volunteering with 

the food justice division 
of the SWOP. Her  
membership with SWOP 
led her to Juntos New 
Mexico, where she now 
works for climate justice 
as a community  
organizer. 

Yarida Estrada grew up 
in Albuquerque and has 
been involved in  
community organizing 
for the past six years 
through her involvement 
in SWOP. She originally 
joined the organization 
because she felt a 
strong need to get  
involved in the 2008 

general election. Previous to joining Juntos New 
Mexico, Yari worked as a biological technician for 
the Bureau of Land Management where she 
taught environmental education to K-12 students 
in Albuquerque public schools. Yari brings a great 
deal of enthusiasm and dedication to the Juntos 
team and believes that each individual person 
can make a difference in their community.  
Currently, Yari is completing an English and  
environmental education degree at the University 
of New Mexico.  

Patricia Gallegos is a mother, advocate and 
board member - a combination that has led her 
to Juntos New Mexico. Patricia has worked in 
many areas of administration throughout her 
life. In 2009, she was close to completing her 
Bachelor of Science in Social Work from  
Highlands University of 
New Mexico and was 
offered an internship 
with the Southwest  
Organizing Project 
(SWOP). The intern-
ship led to a change in 
her moral compass. 
She now spends her 
time working toward 
social and environmen-
tal justice in NM. 

Introducing the Juntos New Mexico Organizing Team 

http://www.CVNMEF.org
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By Molly Sanders 

By now, it’s no secret that 
the conservation  
community witnessed an 
onslaught of egregious anti-
environmental legislation 
this past session. Policies 
aimed at transferring public 
lands to the state to gutting 
our renewable portfolio 
standard brought the  
community together in a big 
way. And we were  
successful: 100% of the anti-
conservation policies were 
defeated for the 11th year in 
a row. Holding the line on 
existing environmental pro-
tections is a huge part of 
what we do.  
 
A lesser known battle during the session,  
however, is the work the community did to try to 
push the bar forward through pro-active  
legislation. The Environmental Alliance of New 
Mexico (EANM), a coalition of conservation  
organizations representing over 60,000 New 
Mexicans, convenes throughout the year to  
develop unified positions around key proactive 
policies -- called our common agenda.  
 
This year, EANM focused on raising awareness 
around the Gila River and supporting continued 
investment in clean energy. That’s because last 
fall, the Interstate Stream Commission voted to 
move forward with a billion-dollar proposal to 
divert the Gila, New Mexico’s last free-flowing 
river. EANM supported a slate of bills that would 
call for fiscal responsibility and transparency, and 
would depoliticize the state’s water planning  
process. These measures were: 

 SB 455 – New Mexico Unit Reports to 
Legislature (Cervantes) would have 
brought fiscal responsibility and  
accountability to the process by requiring the 
Commission to provide a report outlining the 
capacity to implement the project. SB 455 
died in Senate Judiciary Committee.   

 

 SB 461 – New Mexico 
Unit Fund For Certain 
Projects (Morales) would 
have required the  
Commission to fund smaller 
water supply projects, 
which would have protected 
the Gila River from  
diversion. SB 461 died in 
Senate Conservation  
Committee.  

 SB 467 – Change  
Interstate Stream  
Commission Members 
(Wirth) would have  
depoliticized water planning 
in New Mexico by limiting 
the number of appoint-
ments from the Governor’s 

office to the Commission. SB 467 passed the 
Senate (28-13) and died on the House  
calendar.  

Two additional policies focused on extending  
critical tax credits that encourage New Mexicans 
to invest in renewable energy infrastructure at 
home, like rooftop solar panels. These measures 
were:  

 HB 70/SB 391 – Extend Solar Market 
Development Tax Credit (Stapleton/
Stewart) would have extended the 10% tax 
credit for solar, currently set to sunset in 
2016. SB 391 passed both the Senate (37-5) 
and the House (39-24). The legislation was 
pocket vetoed by the Governor.  

 HB 242/SB 242 – Renewable Energy 
Tax Credit Changes (Dodge/Griego) 
would have extended the tax credits for  
renewable energy, including geothermal.  HB 
242 died in House Ways and Means  
Committee. SB 242 died in Senate Finance 
Committee.  

Although many of these measures stalled in  
committees, the discussions around each issue 
before the legislature will set the stage for future 
success as we look to supporting these measures 
in sessions to come. For more information about 
the Environmental Alliance, please visit 
www.CVNMEF.org.  

Conservation Community Worked Together to Advance  

Pro-Conservation Legislation in 2015 Legislative Session 

Lt. Governor John Sanchez addresses 

the Senate after the end of the 2015  

legislative session. Photo by Liliana Castillo/

CVNMEF 

http://www.CVNMEF.org
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Enclosed is my contribution to  CVNM or  CVNM Education Fund: 

 $1,000   $500  $250   $100   $50  $20  Other $ 

OR, I’d like to become one of your dedicated monthly donors! Enclosed is my monthly pledge of: 

 $50   $25  $10  Other $ 

 The payment method for my gift OR monthly pledge will be: 

  Visa   Mastercard   AMEX    Check (Make payable to CVNM or CVNM Education Fund) 

Card #       Expiration date: 

Signature 

Name 

Address 

City     State   Zip 

Home phone      Day phone 

 I have provided for CVNM and/or CVNMEF in my estate plans. 

 I would like to receive more information about planned giving. 

Contributions to CVNM support political action on behalf of the environment and therefore are not tax deductible.  

Contributions to CVNM Education Fund support our non-political, educational activities and are tax-deductible to the full extent of the law. 

Please mail your  

contributions to: 

507 Webber St. Suite A 

Santa Fe, NM 87505  

Or give online at 

CVNM.org or 

CVNMEF.org. 

Support CVNM today! 

Protecting our Land of Enchantment, one vote at a time 

Conservation Voters New Mexico & 

CVNM Education Fund 
507 Webber Street, Suite A 

Santa Fe, NM 87505 

Phone 505.992.8683 | info@cvnm.org 
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